### IMPACTS
National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence

#### COLLABORATING
- **41** Number of NCCoE NCEP Partners
- **22** Number of University affiliates across the country
- **220** Total number of CRADA collaborators since NCCoE began

#### CREATING
- **56** PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
- **31** PRACTICE GUIDES
- **6** NISTIRs
- **1** MOBILE THREAT CATALOGUE
- **1** CONCEPT PAPER

- **248+** commercially available products were used to develop solutions
- **75** Number of open comment periods for community feedback
- **701+** Number of comments received on publications from the community

#### SHARING, DISSEMINATING, AND LISTENING...
- **352,803** Number of NCCoE publication downloads
- **437** Number of articles about our work in the news media since tracking began in July 2013

#### Quotes from the community
"Collaboration with the NCCoE and the extended NCEP partner community has been an excellent opportunity for Motorola Solutions to advance standards-based cybersecurity technologies for the first responder community. It has allowed us to work with some of the brightest minds in both the public and private sectors to solve unique and challenging cybersecurity problems in a way that can be used by our customers. Together we work to share our collective knowledge and experience to elevate the state of cybersecurity across diverse markets and for the betterment of all."

—Adam Lewis, Chief Security Architect, Motorola Solutions

*Data reflected above is as of July 31, 2019.*